
CHAIRMAN'S RBPORT
( AS RELAYED AT THE AGM )

I am pleased to report that 1995 has seen the Society become once again active in the field .

As a Society we are of course fortunate in having a professional archaeologist as our Director
of Excavations, and through Jayne's good offices the Society was invited to participate in an
excavation at Stratton on the Fosse.

As you all know, this evening Jayne is going to talk about that excavation and I am not of
course intending to venture into that area.However, you may be interested in having thc
Society's participation set in context, so part of my notes of a March Committee meeting
may provide some background and if I may read those notes .t

" The meeting had been called in order to discuss a proposal from the Excavations Otr..*
Jayne Lawes. It had been called at short notice to give the Society the opportunity of a cost
saving measure if the proposal was put into force without delay.

Jayne explained the proposal thus. She was presently engaged on an excavation of a Romano-
British site at Stratton-on-the-Fosse. The site being in ground owned by Downside Abbey,
located to the north of the village, and the west of the Fosseway.

The present excavation had revealed evidence which Jayne found sufficiently encouraging
to believe it to be an extensive site, justifying further excavation. She was prepared to pursue
the further excavation under the auspices of the Society and was therefore offering that
opportunity to the committee for its consideration.

For the Committee's better information, Jayne had sought three quotations for a geophysical
survey over 6 hectares since she judged that such a survey was a necessary precursor to

fefinine 
the way forward. Of the three approached the most favourable was that of "GeoQuest

By coincidence, JeffAdams had engaged this firm for a survey in Wiltshire, a matter *)
had nothing to do with archaeology. Acquainted with Jayne's proposal, he had spoken with
GeoQuest and obtained its agreement in principle to carry out both surveys during the same
visit, in that event, only one travelling charge would be levied and that would be to the
benefit of the Society, who would not then pay the f,150 quoted.

The cost of the survey, with VAT, would bef,296l and that would be the sum that the Society
would have to lay out in the short term. However, Jayne felt confident that grants etc., could
be pursued so that some reimbursement might reasonably be anticipated. Thus the Society
would be underwriting the survey in the short term, with a deficit on the funds of the balance
in the medium term. Against this deficit must be set the unquantifiable return to the Society
resulting from it becoming an active society with the attendent publicity, increase in
membership,etc.
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Jayne said that her intention was to organise a training dig, provisionally over the first three

weeks in July. She intended that the dig be ddvertised, and envisiged that something in the

order of twenty people per week being taught under her guidance and under the guidance of

Andrew Young of the Avon Archaeological Unit who would make his own time available

during the July period and would be able to lend equipment etc., for excavation and recording.

Jayne said that she had discussed the intention with colleagues and was pleased to report that

she had obtained the backing of the Somerset County Archaeologist.

A committee discussion then took place and the proposal was unanimously approved.

The winter programme of lectures proved once again to be successful, ably arranged as

always by the Honorary Secretary , Sue Langdon. We have been treated to a broad mix of

interesting topices- Phil Harding of the "Time Team", Andrew Young on "Excavations at
-]week Lane", and Dr. Robert Dunning on "William Wedlake". That was at the end of last

*fit.r, and then this year so far Vince Russet has spoken about "Archaeology in Avon" and

Steven Clews has enlightened us in "Understanding Archaeology".

Our summer programme of field excursions was also successful, Neil Anderson, yet again,

creating a programme of variety and interest . Particularly memorable was a visit to the

Crofton Steam Pumping Engine which had coincided with the hottest day of a very hot

summer.

The committee has become aware that far greater attention needs to be paid to advertising

the Society and its activities. This matter will be addressed in the coming year and I would

hope that members generally will do their bit in this regard - spread the word about the

Society, particularly perhaps among the younger generation with whom the future lies.

A word of appreciation regarding all the hard work put in by the Committee members, some

of whom I have already mentioned. I would like to thank Hugh Warren who labours under

the burden of our growing library. Wynne Underhay, our Committee member of long standing

who is always a source of wise words and Patricia Whipp our Honorary Treasurer who

effectively deals with all the mysterious things which are the lot of Treasurers.
-..r
rfially, if I may, I would like to express the Committee's thanks to all members and guests

,who have supported the winter lectures, the summer excursions and of course the Dig. We

trust that you have enjoyed our offerings just as we have enjoyed your company. Thanks to

you all.
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